Welcome to today’s WCET Webcast

*June 16*

*The webcast will begin shortly.*

*There is no audio being broadcast at this time.*

*An archive of this webcast will be available on the WCET website next week.*
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Welcome!

Use the question box for questions and information exchange.

Archive, PowerPoint, and Resources will be sent.

PowerPoint can be downloaded via the link in chat.

Follow the Twitter feed: #WCETWebcast.
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Overview

01 Introductions
02 What have we learned from our Spring experience?
03 How do we develop quality experiences and plan for adaptability?
04 What does student and faculty support look like when comes to planning flexibly?
05 Q&A
Questions from the Audience

If you have a question during the presentation, please add your questions to the question box.

We will monitor the question box and have time for Q&A at the end of the webcast.
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Considerations for Fall

What have we learned the past few months from the move to remote learning environments?

How do we plan for and develop the best quality learning experiences while preparing to be adaptable?

What does support for students and faculty look like when it comes to planning flexibly?
Online Learner Concerns

Source: Online Student Behaviors and Attitudes Report
Questions from the Audience
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Learn More and Stay Connected

Visit WCET’s website to learn about our Focus Areas, Initiatives, Events, Membership and Sponsorship: http://wcet.wiche.edu/

Join WCET: learn more about the benefits of joining our national community: http://wcet.wiche.edu/join-wcet
Learn More and Stay Connected

To access Wiley Education Services’ library of research, infographics, and articles, visit: edservices.wiley.com/resources

Follow Wiley Education Services on Twitter: @WileyEdServices

For additional information on the variety of support services, Wiley Education Services is offering in response to considerations with COVID-19, visit:

edservices.wiley.com/why-partner/covid-19-support-services/
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND RESOURCES

Access to the resources discussed during this webcast, including the archive, will be available next week.

http://wcet.wiche.edu/connect/webcasts
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Learn more https://wcet.wiche.edu/get-involved/sponsorship/sponsors
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